Abstract. Facing the problem of the difficulty to sort the radar signal under the complex battlefield environment, this algorithm can sort the unconbentionality radar signal of jittered PRI or staggered PRI in real-time effectively with high-accuracy, using the principle of Set Pair Analysis and taking the entropy feature as its index weight in real time efficiently. The algorithm can solve the problem of confirming the value of the allowance in traditional algorithm. The result shows that: compared to the traditional algorithm, the algorithm can improve the efficiency of 5.7% clustering accuracy enhance and 16% time saving for 10 kinds of the typical radar signal.
Introduction
The radar signal sorting restricted by the following three factors: (1) a sharp increase in the number of radar, making Battlefield Environment radar signal intensity abnormalities, increasing unusually intense, increasing the difficulty of signal separation, and the serious influence the real-time performance of signal separation; (2) domestic and foreign military radar signal form has become increasingly complex, a new system radar constantly to replace the traditional regular pulse radar, further increasing the difficulty of signal separation and also restricts the signal sorting real-time [1] [2] , (3) the existence of various interference sources makes inevitable in reconnaissance signal mixed with noise pulse,, serious damage to the signal sorting utilized regularity, whitch proposes new challenges to modern radar signal sorting .
For example, surveillance alarm requires real-time alarm within a few hundred milliseconds. So it puts forward higher requirements for real-time sorting algorithm. Set pair analysis is a uncertainty analysis method of quantitative analyzing an uncertain new coupled system [9] , this paper tries to treat radar signal sorting system under complex electromagnetic environment as a uncertainty system, sets pair of radar reconnaissance receiver machine received radar pulse signal and pre-existing radar pulse in Knowledge base, then classifies by calculation of department of different reverse connection degree ,in order to achieve separation of radar signals.
Set Pair Analysis Theory
In the system certainty is divided into the "same" and "opposition" aspects. Uncertainty is called "difference". He analyzes things from three aspects as same, different, and opposition. The Same, different and opposition interrelate, influence , restrict each other , and mutual transform under certain conditions, [10] . By introducing connection degree and its mathematical expression to describe various uncertainties, then uncertainty of dialectical logic can be converted to mathematical operations.
Set pair is made of the connection of two collections in pairs. The basic idea is: in the context of specific question, The characteristics of set pair consisting of A and B are analyzed to give a total of N features,.there are S characteristics have in common between the two collections, the other P characteristics are opposite. the rest of F characteristics are not sure, the two collection of connection degree is: It can be seen, the expression of link degree reflects the same, differences, opposition contacts, influence and transformation at the same time, When 1 i = ,the different degree is converted into the same degree; when 1 i = − it is transformed into opposite degree; when ( 1, 1) − the value in the interval ( 1, 1) − , the same degree and opposite degree each account for a certain proportion. Contact degree µ and uncertainty factor i is the cornerstone of the theory.The theory can describe the random, fuzzy, gray and other common uncertainty phenomenon.
The entropy feature extraction
Entropy is the characteristic parameter of a disordered state, often used to measure disorganized, unbalanced, uncertainties and other issues. Entropy features include approximate entropy ( ApEn) feature and norm entropy (NoEn) feature. Approximate entropy is a quantitative description of signal complexity and irregularity .Norm entropy is a valid quantitative characterization of signal energy distribution.
(1) approximate entropy (ApEn) extraction and calculation ApEn is a statistical parameters ,which is a quantitative description of the time series complexity and irregularity .It does not have to reconstruct all the strange attractors, just use less data statistical probability of having a different size complexity of the signal sequence to produce a new model , so it has better noise suppression.
ApEn characteristic values of radar signal can be calculated using the following steps to extract :
Step 1: signal preprocessing
The receiver intercepts a signal of a radiation source{
M is the length of the signal sequence) can be transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain by Fourier transform, so that the extracted features are not affected by changes in carrier frequency signal. Because the signal amplitude spectrum is symmetrical, so only consider the magnitude of the right of the spectrum{
Step 2: Normalized Normalizing the power of the signal
Step 3: Approximate entropy computing Let the vector of dimension is m ， the noise tolerance is r, calculate ApEn value:
(1) Form the signal sequence
), 1, 2, , 1.
(2)Calculate the distance between each value i vector ( ) X i and the rest of the vector 
Norm entropy characteristics (NoEn) extraction and calculation
The spectral shape, energy distribution and concentration of different systems radar signals are different . Norm entropy NoEn just can quantitatively describe the energy distribution of the radar signal.
Definition 1: Let signals,
the norm entropy of signal S. NoEn feature value of the radar emitter signal can be extracted and calculated using the following steps ::
The receiver intercepts a signal of a radiation source
sequence length) can be transformed this.
Step 2:denoising The de-noising process can be described as ( ) , ( ) ( ) 0, ( )
Where: 
Signal sorting analysis based on entropy feature set
In this paper, the concept of characteristics entropy is introduced, approximate entropy (ApEn), Norm entropy (NoEn), DOA parameters are used to clustering sorting, that can achieve good results in the initial sorting.
The step of cluster analysis using Set pair analysis is as follows:
(1) when the radar warning received space radar pulse data, at first ,taking a small string of pulses (for the experiment, it generates a total of 100 × 10 pulses, taking the first 1000 pulses) to sort using grid clustering algorithm . the detail of the algorithm can be found in [7] . The sorted radar was seen as known radar Knowledge. , weights represent the importance of each factor, the degree of contact plays an important role. We should be reasonably determine weights.
(5) based on the m connection degrees and weighting coefficient of contact factors, the connection degree can be obtained
Compute set pair potential (SHI) of the connection degree to determine the clustering results. Set pair potential is defined as
, the radar pulse is considered to be classified P is closest with the sort mode signal i R , so P is included in the mode i R , namely that the radiation of the pulse signal is i R . (7) Take the next pulse, repeat step 2.
Experimental results and Conclusion
This effective of the algorithm on the radar signal sorting can be illustrated by experiment of five kinds of common radar signal. Extract five common types of radar signals in real electromagnetic environment, they are: 1. continuous wave signal (CW), 2 linear frequency modulation signal (LFM), 3 nonlinear frequency modulation signal (NLFM), 4 two-phase encoding. signal (BPSK) and 5. four-phase encoding signal (QPSK). Sampling parameters: carrier frequency is 50 MHz, the sampling rate is 200 MHz, the frequency offset is 5 MHz, pulse width is 0.75 m µ , BPSK is 7
Barker code, QPSK is Taylor four-phase code. Each of the 5 radars provide 150 full radar pulse. They alias together according to the order of arrival time to form the original source signal sorting. Their traditional parameters(DOA, RF, PW, PRI) are shown in Table 1 . First, Replace the traditional parameters, Extracted entropy parameters are shown in Table 2 The effection of radar signal sorting based the traditional set pair analysis algorithm is shown in Figure 1 .Use the set pair analysis algorithms of feature entropy presented in this paper to sort the same signals. The result is shown in Figure 2 . Fig.1 The effection of radar signal sorting Fig.2 The effection of radar signal sorting the traditional set pair analysis algorithm based the improved set pair analysis algorithm
The new algorithm costs 4 943ms.Because add the characteristic entropy model, the calculation time extends more 21ms than the traditional method , 0.42% of the total algorithm time. The time can be ignored.by contrasting with the technical and tactical indicators of warning device. But the sorting effect of the new algorithm has significantly improved .Its radar signal sorting effect is shown in Figure 3 .
Defined radar pulse signal sorting correct rate: CR = (number of correct sorting pulses / total number of pulses) x100%. Table3 is the statistics result of the two pulse radar signal sorting algorithm .Seen from the results in Table 3 , the sorting correct rate based on set pair analysis (97.83%) is higher than the sorting correct rate of nuclear fuzzy clustering (95.65%), and in the case where the carrier frequency is very close, there is no misclassification election situation .It describes the radar signal sorting algorithm based on set pair analysis clustering has good sorting performance. 
